
Campaign Details:
Discount: 35% OFF

Coupon: ASC17231013

Duration: Until Nov 30th, 2023

1) Advanced SystemCare 17 PRO (1 Year, 1 PC)- Exclusive

2) Advanced SystemCare 17 PRO (1 Year, 3 PCs)- Exclusive

Learn more about Advanced SystemCare 17:

Advanced SystemCare 17 is a user-friendly, comprehensive software designed to enhance the performance and security of
Windows PCs while safeguarding users' privacy. Its intelligent AI Mode simplifies these tasks with a single click, allowing
for the effortless removal of redundant files, erasure of privacy traces, elimination of spyware threats, management of
startup items, optimization of internet speed, and rectification of system vulnerabilities and security gaps. Moreover,
Advanced SystemCare 17 provides access to a wide array of over 20 useful tools like Monitor, Win Fix, Internet Booster,
Smart RAM, Large File Finder, Disk Cleaner, File Shredder, Software Updater, and DNS Protector, which collectively
unlock the PC's full potential, resulting in a cleaner, faster, and more secure computing experience.

New features:
 + Redesigned UI - provides better visual effects and brings a more user-friendly experience
+ New Health Checker - helps you 1-click to check PC health for comprehensive PC cleaning, optimization, and protection
+ Junk File Clean - newly supports Able2Extract, BlueStacks, Winzip PDF Pro, etc. to free up more valuable disk space
+ Privacy Sweep - newly supports Google Drive, VMware Player, Telegram, etc. to better protect your privacy
+ Startup Optimization - manages more startup items and services with a larger database to make your PC boot faster and
run more smoothly
+ Anti-Spyware - expands its database to remove more spyware for a more secure system
+ Software Updater - newly supports updating Audacity, Google Drive, jetAudio Basic, OBS Studio, PotPlayer, SABnzbd,
Slack, and Signal
+ Surfing Protection - adds the protection for Yandex/AOL/Ask search engine and tens of domains of Google search
+ Ads Removal - newly supports blocking YouTube ads
+ Email Protection - adds the protection for AOL, Mail.ru, Yandex, and Zoho emails
+ Supports 37 localized languages
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